1 INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
==============

T-Coffee was the first package featuring an implementation of the consistency-based progressive alignment algorithm (for Reviews see Edgar and Batzoglou, [@B3]). While the use of consistency is widely recognized as an important development in the field of multiple sequence alignment, this improvement comes at a cost. Consistency-based methods have increased CPU and memory consumption proportional to the number of sequences being processed. This over-head is incompatible with the size of the datasets being generated by next generation sequencing technologies. Heuristic solutions have been proposed (Pei *et al.*, [@B8]) that rely on a pre-clustering of the sequences, but no effort had yet been reported to extensively parallelize consistency based algorithm and benefit from the widely available multi-core CPUs. To our knowledge this report is the first one describing a parallelization of all steps involving consistency-based alignments. The new implementation is available from version 8.00 and higher of T-Coffee. In practice, its usage is transparent to the user, with the package automatically and explicitly switching to parallel mode whenever multi-core processors are available. The procedure supports all modes of T-Coffee for aligning protein (O\'Sullivan *et al.*, [@B6]) or RNA (Wilm *et al.*, [@B10]) sequences. It runs on all the platforms where the standard T-Coffee can be compiled and installed (Windows, MacOSX, Linux, UNIX, etc.).

We benchmarked this new implementation on the Amazon Elastic Cloud (EC2) in order to estimate its efficiency and also measure the cost associated with running this type of application on a cloud-environment. Cloud computation is providing the community with an increasingly popular alternative to in-house computational resources. It is therefore becoming an important question to determine the relative cost of these new environments when comparing them with more traditional infrastructures.

2 METHOD {#SEC2}
========

Parallelization is controlled with the flag -*multi_core*=*templates_jobs_relax_msa*, where the flag value is composed by four different keywords, each controlling a specific alignment step. These are *template*s: template selection; *jobs*: library computation; *relax*: library relaxation; *msa*: progressive alignment. Parallelization can be switched off (e.g. -*multi_core*=*no*) or customized (e.g. -*multi_core*=*jobs*). *Template selection*. In T-Coffee most advanced modes \[R-Coffee, 3D-Coffee and PSI-Coffee (Kemena and Notredame, [@B4])\], structural templates are automatically associated with user-provided sequences. Templates can either be identified by running a BLAST against an appropriate database or produced by modeling (i.e. RNA secondary structure prediction). This simple process, iterated on the list of user provided sequences can be computationally intensive and constitutes a natural and trivial target for parallelization.*Library computation*. Library computation involves computing pairwise (or multiple) alignments using some pre-defined method. Release 8.00 of T-Coffee can use 21 external sequence and structure aligners. Parallelization is achieved by grouping the alignment tasks into a number of individual jobs equal to the number of available processors. Jobs are then submitted simultaneously, and their output merged into a single library by the master process.*Library extension*. The library extension \[named relaxation in ProbCons (Do *et al.*, [@B1])\] involves re-evaluating the score for aligning every residue pair. This operation is achieved by considering in turn every pair of sequences and subsequently updating the library. It can therefore be parallelized using the library computation strategy.*Progressive alignment*. The progressive alignment stage involves aligning sequences (or profiles) two by two, while following the order indicated by a binary guide tree. In practice, going from leaf to tip, one uses dynamic programming (Needleman and Wunsch, [@B5]) to align the two child sequences/profiles associated with each node. Parallelization is achieved by separately processing all the independent nodes, with optimal speedup achieved when dealing with perfectly balanced trees. Whenever this is not the case, recent results suggest that unbalanced trees can be re-balanced (as a pre-processing) without any significant loss in accuracy (Orbitg *et al.*, [@B7]). The computation of the guide tree itself has been left out from the parallelization, since in practice it is not a limiting factor, given the size of the instances T-Coffee can deal with and given the reliance on guide trees obtained through fast k-tup comparisons (Edgar, [@B2]).

3 RESULTS {#SEC3}
=========

The parallelization procedure presented here should only be considered an initial framework in which more sophisticated schemes could be implemented. It relies entirely on the UNIX *fork()* function, with child and parent processes communicating via temporary files. For benchmarking purpose, this new implementation has been deployed onto the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) service (<http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/>). The EC2 is a resource provided by Amazon that makes it possible to run software on virtual machines of various sizes. The Amazon machine image (AMI) used to perform this benchmark is available on: <http://s3.amazonaws.com/tcoffee-machine-x32-1.0.1/> (32 bit version) and <http://s3.amazonaws.com/tcoffee-machine-x64-1.0.1/> (64 bit version). We also used this benchmark as an opportunity to assess Amazon billing procedure with respect to MSA computation. The way Amazon charges for CPU is complex, with the final bill depending on a combination of I/O, CPU consumption and virtual machines specifications. Benchmarking was done on the RV11 subset of BaliBase version 3 (Thompson *et al.*, [@B9]). Results ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) indicate that the new implementation is effectively taking advantage of the multi-core implementation. For instance, the medium instance (5 EC2 Computation Units, ECU) runs 3.7 times faster than its small counterpart (1 ECU). This speedup is observed consistently across all instances, although the relative speedup decreases with the largest instances, probably owing to the increased I/O limiting the speedup. For instance, with 26 ECU, one only obtains 47% of the expected speedup. Table 1.Summary of the CPU/Cost for running RV11 onto the Amazon EC2.Instance typeFeaturesECUScaleSpeedup (%)Total timeTotal cost (\$)Small1 CPU -- 1.7 GB -- 32 bit1110022720.054Extra large4 CPU -- 15 GB -- 64 bit86.5813590.068Double Extra large4 CPU -- 32 GB -- 64 bit139.0882570.086Quad. Extra large8 CPU -- 64 GB -- 64 bit2612.4472000.133Medium2 CPU -- 1.7 GB -- 32 bit53.8766070.029Extra large8 CPU -- 7 GB -- 64 bit209.2462660.050[^2]

In practice, the most widely used public T-Coffee server is the one running on the Vital-IT platforms (<http://tcoffee.vital-it.ch>). It delivers roughly 7000 jobs a month, with an average size close to that of the benchmarks used here (maximum number of sequences 50). If replicated on the EC2, using a dedicated Hi-CPU extra large instance, the cost would be roughly 1000 US\$ per year, a figure reasonably competitive with the cost of locally installed/maintained hardware. This suggests that EC2 based deployment of bioinformatics services is a cost effective alternative to in-house deployment of similar services, especially in the case of CPU intensive analysis such as MSA computation.
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